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Merger and acquisition (M&A) is a high-risk and high-return business. Many 
companies hope to transfer the industry crisis, avoid the investment risk, solve the 
trouble of debts, decrease the cost of labor and expand the company's scale by M&A. 
Though the M&A wave surges, the success rate is not high, compared to exciting 
amount of transaction cases of M&A. One of the major reasons for this phenomenon 
is the failure to carry out a thorough investigation during the course of M&A. 
The author hold that the due diligence is to describe the structure of the 
shareholder and the share, the background of the industry, the Policy environment, 
operating and management statue, technical level; to disclose the market position, 
competition environment, finance statue, growth potential, existing problems; to 
focus on the potential risks such as environment protect, suing, contingent liabilities, 
Employee settle, through audit the target enterprise during combining. Further more, 
the acquiring firm estimate the similarity degree with origin target base on the 
investigation and make the decision that whether to merger the target enterprise. The 
due diligence could be as indispensable risk countermeasure to estimate the merger 
price. 
The finance due diligence is the most important leading part of the investigation, 
the contents of which are: to evaluate the reasonability, objectivity and realizability of 
the operating target; to judge how the target enterprise achieves the revenue in 
common operating environment; to evaluate the recognition and measurement of the 
dealing assets complied with the GAAP; to review whether all the liabilities have 
been updated; to ensure the staff salaries, pensions and social insurances have been 
full paid on time as well as the tax issues. 
The essay base on the author own experiences, focus the activity of merger small 
size SOE, describing the finance due diligence on thesis and case study.It is divided 
into three parts, summary,case study and condusion. 
The first part focuses on the concept and major content of due diligence and 
finance due diligence. Meanwhile, the methods and significance of due diligence are 
briefly introduced in this part. 















author experienced, this part presents a detailed analysis and explanation of the 
methods, procedures and contents of thorough financial due diligence in a small SOE. 
It is the most important part of this thesis. At the same time, it also implies that in real 
merges, the contents of thorough financial due diligence will differ depending on the 
targets, timing, and local government regulations. 
The third part, Concluding Remarks, includes three sections that, an overview of 
the follow-up development of Qingzhou Hotel merger, a brief introduction of the 
relationship between the final results and thorough financial due diligence, and finally 
the contribution and deficiencies of this thesis. 
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